We present a new proof of the well-known combinatorial result ['&!I, = C, qMa'("') where w is a permutation of O"lnmk, by showing a bijection between the set of partitions of an integer m that fit in a k x n -k rectangle and the set consisting of all permutations w of O'l"-' having Maj(w) = m.
Introduction
Consider the sequence w = w1w2 . . . w, where wi E [w, 1 =Z i c n. The Descent Set of w, D(w) is {i ) 1 s i <n, y > Wi+l}y and the major index, Maj(w) is the sum of all the elements (possibly zero) of D(w). MacMahon [4, 5] showed that the major indices of the set of all permutations of w has the same generating function as the inversion numbers, Inv(w) of these permutations. A combinatorial proof of this correspondence between Maj(w) and Inv(w) was obtained by Foata [l] . Rawlings [7] uses a statistic called r-major index to describe a bijection that takes the major index to the inversion number.
This paper considers the case where the w's are permutations of Oklnpk. A new combinatorial proof for the generating function of the major indices of these sequences is derived by showing a bijection between the set of partitions of a positive integer m that fit inside a k x n -k rectangle and the set of permutations w of Oklnpk which have Maj(w) = m. The bijections in [l, 71 can be shown, with some effort, to reduce to the bijection described in this paper in this case. [ Suppose D(w) = {iI, . . . , ii, . . . , i,} where iI < i2 < --. < i,. For each j, 1 <j s r, let Zero(j) denote the number of zeros, and One(j) denote the number of ones, respectively, found in the substring w,w2 . . . w',__'. Let partition rZ, be defined as (One(r), One(r -l), . . . , One(l) 1 Zero(r), Zero(r -l), . . . , Zero(l)). The height of A, is (Zero(r) + l), which is at most k. Likewise, the width of A, is (One(r) + l), which is at most n -k. Also, IA,,,1 = C&r (One(j) + Zero(j) + 1) = CJzI ij = m. Thus, w+ A,,, defines a mapping from the set of permutations of OklnPk having Maj(w) = m to the set of partitions pk,n_k(m).
Notation and definitions
Example. Let n = 10, k = 6, and, w = 0010010110. Then D(w) = {3,6,9}, Zero(l) = 2, One(l) = 0, Zero(2) = 4, 0ne(2) = 1, Zero(3) = 5, One(3) = 3. The inverse function can be obtained by using the following method. Let il be a partition of m that fits inside a k x n -k rectangle. Suppose )c = All these zeros must precede all the ones since they cannot give rise to any descents. Thus, the partial string w, up to and including the first descent pair is oo-. . Ofi%lO.
Place pZ -PI -1 zeros and cr2 -(or -1 ones between the first and second descent pairs, such that the zeros precede the ones. The partial string w, up to the second descent pair is therefore 
Subpartitions that fit
inan-k-rxr rectangle
Proof. Use the bijection technique of the theorem. Each permutation, w, of O"lnpk having r descents is mapped to a partition with rank r. The generating function for partitions of rank r that fit inside a k x IZ -k rectangle is as is evident from Fig. 2 
